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ARMOURED 
AWAKENINGS



YOYA presents a new proposition for
womenswear in the time of the new
normal.

The wardrobe of the now brings
together seriously technical protective
gear and the finest of tailoring: a
combination vital for a life in which
staying safe, looking pulled-together
and feeling comfortable can all coexist.

Similar to an armor, defined as
coverings worn by warriors to protect
the body in battle, this collection
introduces antimicrobial wear
thoughtfully-designed to safeguard the
sartorial for the ultimate peace of
mind.

In partnership with Swedish garment
technology firm, Polygiene, each piece
in the collection has been carefully 

treated with its proprietary ViralOFF
antimicrobial finish that reduces viruses
by 99%* in two hours.

Not only does this textile technology
protect against pathogens, it also helps
to extend the life cycle of the garment,
making each piece a more sustainable
purchase. 

Coupled with its powerful protective
features, this capsule collection offers
outfit pairings that are fitting everyday
essentials of no-fuss decadence. Enjoy
the reassuring flourish of the garments
made with raw and all-natural copper
fabric and mini pleats in subdued hues of
black, rust and beige. The choice of fabric
makes this set of protective loungewear
pieces made to be worn everyday perfect
for parading in or for creating instant
coverage at home or out.

Style On
ViralOFF









Dartmouth Sweatshirt  PHP4,595

Conway Shorts  PHP 4,695

Copper Mask  PHP 850







Weston Dress  PHP 6,595







Digby Joggers  PHP 5,595

Dartmouth Sweatshirt  PHP4,595

Copper Mask  PHP 850







Sonora T-Shirt Dress  PHP 6,995







Kentville Reversible Top  PHP 4,995







Dover Shrug  PHP 3,995

Baddeck Top  PHP 4,595







Minhas Polo PHP 4,995



Passion





Baddeck Top PHP 4,595



Style





Pictou Skirt PHP 4,995

Minhas Polo PHP 4,995



Function





Milton Cullotes PHP 4,595

Dover Shrug PHP 3,995

Baddeck Top PHP 4,595





Mini Pleats Almond Face Mask PHP 850



Cocoon





Norwood ShirtJack PHP 6,995

Baddeck Top PHP 4,595

Milton Cullotes PHP 4,595



Protection







Smithville Boiler Jumpsuit in Denim Chambray 
(with removable sleeves and fold)  PHP 10,995

Baddeck Top PHP 4,595





Almond Face Mask in 
Denim Chambray & Khaki 

PHP 850



*Tested by ISO18184:2019 (SARS-CoV-2, H3N2, H1N1) assuring that treated products live
up to a standard of performance. The ingredient chemistry is manufactured in the EU
with minimal use of resources following strict environmental regulations.
 
ViralOff is an antimicrobial treatment added to textiles to protect the treated article
itself from contamination and is not intended to cure or prevent diseases.

About Polygiene
As the world leader in stays fresh and odor control technologies, we want to change
the way we view clothes - from fast consumables to durables. We treat clothes, home
products and textiles to help people stay fresh, wash less and let clothes and
products live longer. Over 140 global premium-brands have chosen to use the
Polygiene brand with their products. Polygiene is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth
Market in Stockholm, Sweden. For more information: www.polygiene.com.



Pre-orders and Inquiries
Instagram @shopyoya | +63 908 876 2118

facebook.com/yoyaphilippines
inquiry@shopyoya.com | shopyoya.com


